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P'f.B: Ansv'er any two fiom group A and any three frorn Grottp B.flom the followings. ?1gures in
right margin indicate marksJ

Group - A
i. a. What are the colligati'e properties of dilute solutions?

of boiling point is a coiligative property.
b' What are the causes ol deviations of colligative properties in a solution fi-om 2

ideal behaviour?
c. state and explain Raoults lar.r,of iorverine of vapour-pressure. 2d \Vhat happens to the V.P. (vapour pressu-re) composition plots if the solution 2

behaves non ideal.

2 a. What is conductance? Shor.v that the loss of concentration around anv Z+2:4
electrode is proportional to the speed of ion moving away from it.

b. Diagrammaticalll' shorv hou' the migration of ions through electrolytic 3
solution could be demonstrated.

c. A solution of siiver nitrate containing 12.14 g of silver in 50 ml of soltition 3
r'vas electlolyzed betrveen piatinum electrodes. Atter electrolysis 50 ml of
anode solution rvas found to contain 11.559 of silver. rvhile 1.25 g of
metallic silver was deposited on the cathode. Calculate the transpofi number
of Ag and No: ions.

Prove that eievation 2+2:4
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e.

Mention some roles of electrolytes in the body.
Differentiate between Icnization and Dissociation.
what do you mean by percent solution? How can you prepal.e 5% HCI and
10% NaCl solution?
(use appropriate unit of expression)
what do you mean PPM and ppB? Horv can yoll convert a 500 m1 of
4N HzSO+ to 800 ml 2M HzSO+ solution?
State and explain Nernst distribution law,uvith limitations and applications.

/



Gnoaxp - B

4. a. Define reversible and irueversible reactions with examples? 1+1:2
b. What are the characteristics of chemical equilibrium? 2

c. Using Lar.r. of'mass action derives an expression fbr the equilibrium constant 3

Kc and Kp of the following reaction and also finds the reiationship between
Kp & Kc.

aA+trB+cC: dD+eE+fF-,
d. State Le-Chatelier Principle. What are the optimum temperature and l+2:3

pressues for tnaximum production of Ammonia in industry using Le-
Chatelier Principle?

5. a. Write down the eft-ect of temperature on the equiiibrium of a reaction. 2

What do )iou mean by order of reaction? What are the difference between 3

order and molecularity of a reaction?

b. Define zero order reaction and Pseudo-unimolecuiar reaction with examples. 2

c. What are the f-actors aftbcting the rate of leaction? Shou' hou, the rate of a 3

reaction is calculated mathematicall"v?

6. a. Define colloid. What do you mean b-v dispersed mediurn and dispersed 1+1+1:3
phase?

b. Classify colloidai solutions based on dispersed medium and dispersed phase. 2.5

c. Compare between lyophilic and lyophobic sols. 2.5

d. Discuss the applications of colloids. 2

7. Write short notes on the following : 2.5 x 4
a, Real gas behavior; b. Distribution law; c. heterogeneous and :10

homogeneous equilibrium; d. Langmuir's isotherm
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